
Arizona Senate votes to seize assets of those who plan, participate in protests that turn
violent

By: Howard Fischer, Capitol Media Services February 22, 2017 , 5:11 pm

Claiming people are being paid to riot, Republican state senators voted Wednesday to give police

new power to arrest anyone who is involved in a peaceful demonstration that may turn bad —

even before anything actually happened.

SB1142 expands the state’s racketeering laws, now aimed at organized crime, to also include

rioting. And it redefines what constitutes rioting to include actions that result in damage to the

property of others.

But the real heart of the legislation is what Democrats say is the guilt by association — and giving

the government the right to criminally prosecute and seize the assets of everyone who planned a

protest and everyone who participated. And what’s worse, said Sen. Steve Farley, D-Tucson, is that

the person who may have broken a window, triggering the claim there was a riot, might actually

not be a member of the group but someone from the other side.

Sen. Martin Quezada, D-Phoenix, acknowledged that sometimes what’s planned as a peaceful

demonstration can go south.

“When people want to express themselves as a group during a time of turmoil, during a time of

controversy, during a time of high emotions, that’s exactly when people gather as a community,’’

he said. “Sometimes they yell, sometimes they scream, sometimes they do go too far.’’

Quezada said, though, that everything that constitutes rioting already is a crime, ranging from

assault to criminal damage, and those responsible can be individually prosecuted. He said the

purpose of this bill appears to be designed to chill the First Amendment rights of people to decide

to demonstrate in the first place for fear something could wrong.

But Sen. John Kavanagh, R-Fountain Hills, said that chilling effect is aimed at a very specific group

of protesters.

“You now have a situation where you have full-time, almost professional agent-provocateurs that

attempt to create public disorder,’’ he said.

“A lot of them are ideologues, some of them are anarchists,’’ Kavanagh continued. “But this stuff

is all planned.’’

There’s something else: By including rioting in racketeering laws, it actually permits police to

arrest those who are planning events. And Kavanagh, a former police officer, said if there are

organized groups, “I should certainly hope that our law enforcement people have some
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undercover people there.’’

“Wouldn’t you rather stop a riot before it starts?’’ Kavanagh asked colleagues during debate. “Do

you really want to wait until people are injuring each other, throwing Molotov cocktails, picking up

barricades and smashing them through businesses in downtown Phoenix?’’

Sen. Sylvia Allen, R-Snowflake, said the new criminal laws are necessary.

“I have been heartsick with what’s been going on in our country, what young people are being

encouraged to do,’’ she said.

She agreed with Quezada that there already are laws that cover overt acts. But Allen said they

don’t work.

“If they get thrown in jail, somebody pays to get them out,’’ she said. “There has to be something

to deter them from that.’’

Farley, however, said the legislation does far more than simply going after those who might incite

people to riot, something which actually already is a crime. And he warned Republicans that such

a broad law could end up being used against some of their allies.

For example, he said, a “Tea Party’’ group wanting to protest a property tax hike might get

permits, publicize the event and have a peaceful demonstration.

“And one person, possibly from the other side, starts breaking the windows of a car,’’ Farley said.

“And all of a sudden the organizers of that march, the local Tea Party, are going to be under

indictment from the county attorney in the county that raised those property taxes,’’ he said.

“That will have a chilling effect on anybody, right or left, who wants to protest something the

government has done.’’

Sen. Katie Hobbs, D-Phoenix, said the whole legislation is based on a false premise of how

disturbances happen.

“This idea that people are being paid to come out and do that?’’ she said. “I’m sorry, but I think

that is fake news.’’

Sen. Andrea Dalessandro, D-Green Valley, had her own concerns.

“I’m fearful that ‘riot’ is in the eyes of the beholder and that this bill will apply more strictly to

minorities and people trying to have their voice heard,’’ she said.

The 17-13 party-line vote sends the bill to the House.
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44 COMMENTS

February 22, 2017 , 8:55 pm at 8:55 pm
Steve Barr

Until AZDEMS can take a majority in the house and senate protesting this legislation is about
as useful as the demonstrations it seeks to quash.

February 22, 2017 , 9:36 pm at 9:36 pm
5th Estate

If a bill is “aimed at a very specific group of protesters” then it should say so. It doesn’t.
Therefore it isn’t. The wide net it casts opens a pathway to blocking first amendment rights
and leaves the door wide open to abuses.

February 22, 2017 , 9:48 pm at 9:48 pm
Parker
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So does this mean they’ll be seizing Trump’s assets since he inspired and supported violence
at his rallies?

February 22, 2017 , 10:40 pm at 10:40 pm
Anh Benbrook

Great! People must do the right thing .. country must have laws and orders, they are not out
there to have a peaceful protest. Rather promising bad behavior. Looting , burning , insulting,
others people because we disagreed with their ideology.. these people are hateful,
destructive.. must be punished.

February 22, 2017 , 10:56 pm at 10:56 pm
Kelly

This plan is unconstitutional. Yes, let’s stop it before it even happens and threaten people’s
personal security and freedoms in the process. Sounds fairly fascist and Trump-like. Shame on
you Arizona.

February 22, 2017 , 11:04 pm at 11:04 pm
Donna

What a ridiculous response to Republican’s getting a taste of their own medicine. How is this
constitutional? We have the right to peacefully assemble, as well as the right to free speech,
and to petition the government for a redress of grievances. Seems to me the Republicans
can’t take what they dished out. Tea party was plenty vocal for the last 8 years; now those
who are not pro-Trump don’t deserve to be heard? How about you have some town halls like
you are supposed to, or answer your phones or doors. And for the record, I’m not a kid nor
was I paid- but I have participated in a PEACEFUL protest because that is the only avenue
Arizona reps have left open to us. I’m a middle aged tax payer who believes in the rights in
our constitution and that Trump is not acting in my best interest- nor the best interest of the
majority- meaning those who did not vote and did not vote for him.

February 23, 2017 , 1:12 am at 1:12 am
lauren pillsbury

Taking away our right to protest by penalizing potential protesters with threats and
intimidation, if so much as one person, who may not be a member of the protest group, is no
America I know. The right to protest and voice dissent is in the constitution. Protest is what
brought about women’s ability to vote, and the civil rights movement. In Tucson 15,000
people marched peacefully on the 21st of January.

This is no longer democracy, or the constitution. This is the advent of true fascism, and I am
ashamed to see it happen right her in Arizona.

February 23, 2017 , 1:14 am at 1:14 am
Nancy Moussier

This sure sounds like the kinds of laws that fascist governments institute to discourage
protests against their regimes.

February 23, 2017 , 2:28 am at 2:28 am
Mike

A good leader will keep their followers in line and tell them to respect the police.

February 23, 2017 , 2:55 am at 2:55 am
Anthonyu

1st, 4th, and 5th Amendment rights would be violated by this law; it is unconstitutional from
the start. But Republicans tend to ignore the constitution anyway which helps bolster their lies
and will to take away the rights and freedoms of Americans. That is the way of fascists.

February 23, 2017 , 5:20 am at 5:20 am
ricegf

So, basically this is the political right’s version of hate crime legislation – take something that
is already illegal, and add an additional charge based on the inferred intent of those
associated in some way. In both cases, bad law that discourages basic constitutional rights
such as free speech and public assembly to petition the government.
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February 23, 2017 , 5:41 am at 5:41 am
Jared Studelska

they… they do realize that paying someones bail isn’t just “buying their way out of prison”,
right? its not “pay this and we let you go without investigation”.

February 23, 2017 , 5:41 am at 5:41 am
Jami

What is WRONG with you people in AZ??

February 23, 2017 , 5:57 am at 5:57 am
mike galleher

What astonishing cowards you have running things Arizona. They are passing laws based on
something they BELIEVE to be true for which there is ZERO evidence. If their contention is
true, identify the person paying these protesters, show amounts etc. It should not be hard…
Otherwise what this is is nothing more than an attempt to suppress dissent. And I have a
warning for them: political violence tend to come from people who feel they have no other
way to be heard. Marches and demonstrations are the safety valve of the body politic that
prevents things from getting to that point. It is why the Constitution specifically protects them

February 23, 2017 , 6:18 am at 6:18 am
RobertM

This proves beyond any doubt that Republicans do NOT believe in the Constitution.
Republicans are more closely allied to the values of Russia than they are to America. Love it or
leave it, Republicans!

February 23, 2017 , 6:21 am at 6:21 am
Ellen Lambert

Are we already living in Russia?

February 23, 2017 , 6:26 am at 6:26 am
Nunya

Now THAT’S how you suppress free speech. Threaten those who dare march against you with
the loss of all they own. And by the way Kabansgh… these are not “professional protestors”
these are real constituents who are not going to take your BS any longer. That ought to scare
you more than anything you pathetic little man.

February 23, 2017 , 6:28 am at 6:28 am
Grace Jennings

AZ must be rolling in dough that they have money to throw away on the inevitable lawsuits
this will generate that they will lose.

February 23, 2017 , 6:32 am at 6:32 am
KATE hawvermale

what a cowardly bunch of legislatures. You know these rallies are because people are
frightened of our state of affairs with a delusional 45 in office. Start holding him accountable,
not the people. what a disgrace

February 23, 2017 , 6:35 am at 6:35 am
KATE hawvermale

Arizona our first police state. it was just a matter of time. the protests won’t stop; people are
not being paid. Americans are afraid of just this type of thing happening to everyone. What
cowardly people are in power in your state.

February 23, 2017 , 6:52 am at 6:52 am
Rose Hadden
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Taking away freedom of speech is the first step of a communist government. First the news
channel then the people won’t be able to express themselves. This is a commitment act if I
ever saw one. Try to bring it to New York. I dare you! Heads will literally roll!

February 23, 2017 , 6:55 am at 6:55 am
Ted

Believe what you want, but this is how police states begin. Completely anti-democratic and
un-American!

Oh, and one more thing: ‘”You now have a situation where you have full-time, almost
professional agent-provocateurs that attempt to create public disorder,’’ he said.’ Often, those
“agent-provocateurs” are agents of the law/FBI. Happens all the time.

February 23, 2017 , 7:00 am at 7:00 am
Navcy

Novel idea you mean hold the anarchists liable for the damage they do nice!
It will eventually sink in for them its behavior modification

February 23, 2017 , 7:03 am at 7:03 am
margarita maldonado

From what I’ve seen on tv, a lot of the protests are angry, old white people–precisely the
voting base of these reps. I promise, you will never see a swifter removal of any of these reps
than when the first little old white people get arrested and have their assets seized because
some dum-dum threw a rock through a window when they were outside singing Kumbaya. But
go ahead and pass the bill. No one said the GOP was smart.

February 23, 2017 , 7:06 am at 7:06 am
Nikolai

A direct attack on First Amendment rights.

February 23, 2017 , 7:12 am at 7:12 am
Michael I lazar

This bill won’t survive a Federal court challenge. It violates the right of assembly clause of the
first amendment. If it goes to the Supreme Court I expect a 9-0 vote against the state.

February 23, 2017 , 7:13 am at 7:13 am
Bob

Hitler would be so proud!

February 23, 2017 , 7:21 am at 7:21 am
Cate

This is a step too far. It strikes at our Constitutional rights, and the courts will take it down if
passed.. it gives the other side an incentive to make peaceful demonstration into riots, and is
based on false news. Paid agitators? Really? Who has the money to pay full time agitators?
Not one example is given, just vague impressions. If I don’t agree with them, there must be a
conspiracy. Balderdash!

February 23, 2017 , 7:23 am at 7:23 am
Will

******* fascists.

February 23, 2017 , 7:31 am at 7:31 am
Robin Rouby

riots are the language of the unheard. in case conservative america hasn’t noticed, the REAL
silent majority is now awake and fully engaged. you can try to suppress the resistance, but
nothing will stop it, because the resistance has the moral high ground, and it will prevail. it
always does when evil reaches a tipping point the way it has here with trump’s election. the
majority of americans are good. and they will vote in two years. and they will vote to drive
this “alt-right” scourge back under the rocks it crawled from. this country was built on
principles of EQUALITY and JUSTICE, not “alt-reality”. but as in every case, the pendulum must
always swing to it’s extreme, before it begins it’s journey back to the middle – where most
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americans live.

February 23, 2017 , 7:33 am at 7:33 am
Janice

FL: Yes we’re back at #1 for worst state in the union!
AZ: Hold my beer.

February 23, 2017 , 7:58 am at 7:58 am
afisher

Where do I send my receipts that were not reimbursed by anyone?
More importantly is that if all the people who are unhappy with the actions in DC and want to
talk to their Representatives who have gone into hiding rather than face their constituents,
are supposedly paid protester’s then the country should see a significant rise in the
Employment rate should we not?

GOP are seriously afraid of their constituents and are turning to fascist like behavior to stop
themselves from looking like the cowards that they appear to be.

February 23, 2017 , 7:59 am at 7:59 am
Karen Frailey

What the hell are these politicians smoking?
This is a scare tactic plain and simple. Take my assets and put in me in jail? How is this
constitutional? Congress better say no!

February 23, 2017 , 8:00 am at 8:00 am
Charles Everett

Another right-wing state drawing up an anti-protest law designed to punish anyone who
disagrees with the Dear Leader in D.C.

Let’s see whether anyone will use this law against white supremacists, male chauvinists, and
Christian fundamentalists, all of whom blindly support Donald Trump.

February 23, 2017 , 8:06 am at 8:06 am
Robert M

Does anyone even realize this law is an attack on free speech and right to congregate? This is
such a Putinesque move. I am sure it will not hold up in court. This is nothing more than
Republican efforts to silence the opposition. Their locked-in gerrymandered districts are the
only reason they are still in power and this seems to have fueled their supreme arrogance in
passing this law. The fact that first amendment wasn’t even mentioned shows how ineffectual
opposition to this law is. It will be up to ACLU to fight this in court and cause more Arizona Tax
dollars to defend this Stalinist law.

February 23, 2017 , 8:18 am at 8:18 am
laurie

thank goodness the idiocy and cruelty of Arizona’s republicans continues unabated. gotta fill
thise private prisons.

February 23, 2017 , 8:24 am at 8:24 am
Desertphile

The death cult wants to revoke three civil rights that are mandated in and protected by the
United States Constitution. The death cult must surely know they are not allowed to do this,
and that they will be sued.

February 23, 2017 , 8:32 am at 8:32 am
Ambaryerno

Do you want a dictatorship? Because this is how you get a dictatorship.

February 23, 2017 , 8:40 am at 8:40 am
Tsu Dho Nimh

“But Sen. John Kavanagh, R-Fountain Hills, said that chilling effect is aimed at a very specific
group of protesters.
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“You now have a situation where you have full-time, almost professional agent-provocateurs
that attempt to create public disorder,’’ he said.

“A lot of them are ideologues, some of them are anarchists,’’ Kavanagh continued. “But this
stuff is all planned.’’”

Can Kavanagh back up that sweeping assertion with some hard facts and data? Or is he like
Joe McCarthy waving his sheaf of papers, shouting “I have a list”.

February 23, 2017 , 8:41 am at 8:41 am
Dang

YES!!! It’s about time this garbage has been recognized as racketeering!

February 23, 2017 , 8:45 am at 8:45 am
Walter

Agent provocateurs would ensure that peaceful protests turned violent.

February 23, 2017 , 8:47 am at 8:47 am
Larry Kellogg

ReThugliCons are always the devil in disguise and ALWAYS trying to squash Constitutional
Rights. They can all go back to hell, which is what they deserve for acting like greedy little rug
rats. Mommy didn’t teach ’em much, eh?

February 23, 2017 , 8:49 am at 8:49 am
laughingatAZ

What could go wrong?

February 23, 2017 , 8:52 am at 8:52 am
Dee

“You now have a situation where you have full-time, almost professional agent-provocateurs
that attempt to create public disorder,’’ he said. Can they prove this? Maybe it’s the other side
trying to make their opponents look bad.
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